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There Is a Choice: Homeoprophylaxis by Cilla Whatcott is written for parents asking the issue, “Besides
traditional vaccination, what other choice do we've?” Cilla shares her journey of starting out on a
conventional medical path and building a dramatic transformation to homeopathy after her youngest
daughter is vaccine injured. Golden’s work, Cilla reports the most recent information about the potency of
homeoprophylaxis from leading experts all over the world. Included can be a foreword by Isaac Golden,
and materials from his latest publication. Kim Kalina, CCH RHom (NA) Adhere to her personal account of
current research about vaccine safety, how the immune system is meant to function, the history and
program of homeoprophylaxis, and suggestions about how to make critical decisions relating to your
children’s health. Just what a wonderful gift for any parent…I wish I'd acquired this assistance when my
child was little! What a valuable resource for any parent – practical understanding from a mother or father
who has been there, performed that, and gleaned gems of wisdom from the hard lessons on the way.
Read what others have to say: Cilla is an excellent mom & accomplished healer posting what she has
learned within an accessible down-to-earth way. Plus a chapter on Dr.
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which really gave me a good understanding of how it works and lots of evidence-based ... This book was
very informative. I am not used to the HP motion, which really gave me an excellent understanding of
how it operates and a lot of evidence-based information about HP alongside vaccinations (Sufficient that
it is not overwhelming but actually gets you to see the big picture).. She started out by talking about her
daughter, she under no circumstances does keep coming back an complete that story. Thanks a lot for
writing such an excellent book, Cilla! Five Stars I am so glad that info exists, you carry out have a choice.
Furthermore, in spite of what we are typically told, disease decline, atlanta divorce attorneys case, began
prior to the intro of any stated vaccine. Have approved it along to some other person who is also looking
for alternatives. Must read. This is a game changing book and an eye opener. Homeoprophylaxis is
definitely a method of disease avoidance that has been in continual use all over the world for more than
200 years, with solid information of achievement. I still am not sure if the daughter died from her vaccine
injury or if she recovered and is certainly living a completely normal life. Very informative for a newbie
interested in a vaccine alternative. Strongly suggested. The book is a short read, but nonetheless pretty
informative.. I would RECOMMEND this book for anyone interested in a vaccination alternative. An
excellent, easy-to-read book presenting verifiable information regarding not just vaccines and health but
also the truth that vaccines are not really the only choice, as far as disease prevention. Thank you, Cilla,
for writing an extraordinary book that I feel will make a good stand entirely health literature. Facts stand
for themselves. The study was done well on this book. Vaccines aren't safe and also have deadly and
irreversible unwanted effects. This is a safe and gentle choice that works. Worth the price Very interesting
and informative and easy to read. I highly recommend this reserve, and not simply for mothers, but also
for everyone who would like to educate themselves concerning all sides of the vaccine issue and the
choices they have. Health is too important and much too broad of a concern to continually listen to just
one side. Short read, but informative I did not buy this book through Amazon but rather through a friend.
Five Stars Good read An excellent, easy-to-read publication presenting verifiable details regarding not just
. I like how all the sources are cited on a single web page. And throughout this reserve, Cilla references
everything she presents directly on each page-- therefore the reader can check up on these for him- or
herself. good ideas, the right information, poorly executed writing by author The idea behind this book is
one I can stand behind. Nevertheless, the publication itself is poorly written. There are many times when
Personally i think like factors were made but would have to be discussed further. I was left hanging,
waiting for more follow-up. It jumped around a whole lot from one indicate the next and paragraphs on a
single page wouldn't normally be tied together in any way. I've been telling most of my friends about any
of it. Four Stars Very informative Highly recommended. If the writer functions in this field, I'd expect her
to talk about more real life experiences from people she has worked with. My problem with All the
literature that is available for both anti-vaccination and various other substitutes is that none of the books
are well written, well thought out, thorough from begin to finish. Its very hard to end up being convincing
to others about the dangers of vaccines, when all the literature available reads like a 7th grader's study
paper.
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